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Basics of learning to play the piano
Sound names:
Each key on the keyboard (or any other keyboard instrument) corresponds to one of the letters: C, D, E, F, G, A,
B. You can best understand this by looking at the picture below.
Some of the white keys have shorter black keys in between.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The black key to the right of the C key is the C# key.
The black key to the right of the D key is the D# key.
There is no black key to the right of the E key.
The black key to the right of the F key is the F# key.
The black key to the right of the G key is the G# key.
The black key to the right of the A key is the A# key.
There is no black key to the right of the B key.

B
Description of the entire keyboard:
The above pattern (C, D, E, F, G, A, B) is repeated several times on your instrument’s keyboard. So that the
letters do not get confused, we add numbers to them depending on their position on the keyboard.
• In the very centre of the keyboard, the letters have no numbers added.
• They are numbered 2 to the right of the keyboard, and 3 further to the right.
• They are numbered -2 to the left of the keyboard, and -3 further to the left.
As in the drawing:
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Learning to play in three steps
STEP 1 - Practice the key names and play with your right hand.
If you are just starting to learn to play the piano, a good way to remember all the names of the keys (C, D, E, F,
G, A, B) is to only learn to play with your right hand.
Just ignore the left hand notes (the ones in the squares) and play only with your right hand. Thanks to this,
you will practice the names of the keys well and get used to the keyboard.
You will switch to the two-handed game once you have mastered the names of all the keys.
Always listen to the recordings (page 15) before learning to play!

STEP 2 - Combine right and left hand play.
You already know keys names and can play with your right hand? Add your left hand.
Now if you see a square with a letter in the middle above the note for your right hand - press this key with
your left hand.
Continue the game with your right hand and keep the key pressed with your left hand until you come across
the next square with the letter in the middle.
Note,
some songs may not sound right when playing the left hand with just one key. You will be able to play
them when you go to step 3.

STEP 3 - A two-handed game with chords.
Two-handed play is no longer a problem for you?
Instead of playing only single notes with your left hand, play whole chords
(3 keys at the same time).
If, for example, you see the letter “C” in a square, then instead of playing only the C note with your left hand,
play the entire C chord.
You will find a list of all the chords and keys you need to press to play them in the attached
chord table (page 13).
It is best to practice all the chords in the song first before playing it.
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Frequently asked questions
1. What do our letter notes look like:
Our letter notes allow you to play with two hands. Larger letters represent the notes for the right hand. Smaller letters in the squares represent the notes (chords) for the left hand.

Play with the left hand
Play with the right hand

2. Where to play the chords:
If you’re wondering where to play the chords, look at the figure below:

play chords here
(left hand)

In fact, you can also play the chords where you think they sound good. It’s not rigidly defined.

3. There is only a verse and a chorus in the notes,
how do you play the whole song?
In the notes, you will most often find a verse and a chorus. The songs are arranged as follows:
Verse - chorus - verse - chorus - verse - chorus etc.
Therefore, to play the whole thing - just repeat the verse and chorus (each verse and each chorus is played to
the same melody).
Sometimes there is only a chorus in the notes. This means the song has no verse and the layout is:
chorus - chorus - chorus etc.

playinoneday.com
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That’s all you need to know to play the letter notes.
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MAJOR CHORDS
Chord C

Chord C#

Chord D

Chord D#

Chord E

Chord F

B

Chord F#

Chord G

B

Chord G#

Chord A

Chord A#

Chord B
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MINOR CHORDS
Chord c

Chord c#

Chord d

Chord d#

Chord e

Chord f

B

Chord f#

Chord g

Chord g#

Chord a

B

Chord a#

Chord b

B
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Recording to all of the songs can be found there:
www.playinoneday.com/recordings

SCAN ME!
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CUT THERE
CUT THERE		

CUT THERE		

CUT THERE		

CUT THERE		

CUT THERE		

CUT THERE		

Stickers for your piano

How to set up stickers

“If your instrument has more keys than in the diagram, sticker with C (without number) should be in the
center of your keyboard (The extra keys on the sides of the instrument will not be covered)

CUT THERE		

CUT THERE		

CUT THERE		

CUT THERE		

CUT THERE		

CUT THERE		

CUT THERE

Pick a song and start playing!
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Brahms Lullaby

E E C*G E E C*G
E G C*C.2 B A G*A G
D E G*F D D E G*F
D F G*B A G B C*C.2
C C F*C.2 A F C*G
E C G*F G A C*G
C C F*C.2 A F C*G
E C G*F E D C*C
21

Baa, Baa, Black Sheep

C*C C G G
Baa, baa, black sheep,

F*A A A A C*G
Have you any wool?

F*F F C*E E
Yes, sir, yes, sir,

G*D D C*C
Three bags full.

C*G G G F*F F
One for the master,

C*E E E G*D
one for the dame.

C*G G G F*F F F
One for the little boy,

F C*E E E G*D
who lives down the lane.
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C*C C G G
Baa, baa, black sheep,

F*A A A A C*G
Have you any wool?

F*F F C*E E
Yes, sir, yes, sir,

G*D D C*C
Three bags full.

Baa, baa, black sheep,
Have you any wool?
Yes, sir, yes, sir
Three bags full.
Baa, baa, black sheep,
Have you any wool?
Yes, sir, yes, sir,
Three bags full.
One for the master,
one for the dame.
One for the little boy,
who lives down the lane.
Baa, baa, black sheep,
Have you any wool?
Yes, sir, yes, sir,
Three bags full
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If you’re happy and you know it

G-2 G-2 C*C C C C C C
If you’re happy and you know it,

B-2 C G*D
clap your hands

G-2 G-2 G*D D D D D D
If you’re happy and you know it,

C D C*E
clap your hands

E E F*F F F F A-2 A-2
If you’re happy and you know it

F F C*E E E D C C
and you really want to show it

E C G*D D D C B-2 C
If you’re happy and you know it,

D B-2 C*C
clap your hands
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If you’re happy and you know it,
stomp your feet
If you’re happy and you know it,
stomp your feet
If you’re happy and you know it
and you really want to show it
If you’re happy and you know it,
stomp your feet
If you’re happy and you know it,
shout “Hooray!”
If you’re happy and you know it,
shout “Hooray!”
If you’re happy and you know it,
and you really want to show it.
If you’re happy and you know it,
shout “Hooray!”
If you’re happy and you know it,
do all three
If you’re happy and you know it,
do all three
If you’re happy and you know it,
and you really want to show it.
If you’re happy and you know it,
do all three.
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London bridge is falling down

C*G A G F C*E F G
London Bridge is falling down

G*D E F C*E F G
Falling down, falling down

C*G A G F C*E F G
London Bridge is falling down

G*D G C*E C
My fair lady

Build it up with iron bars
Iron bars, iron bars
Build it up with iron bars
My fair lady
Iron bars will bend and break
Bend and break, bend and break
Iron bars will bend and break
My fair lady
Build it up with gold and silver
Gold and silver, gold and silver
Build it up with gold and silver
My fair lady
London Bridge is falling down
Falling down, falling down
London Bridge is falling down
My fair Lady.
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Would you like
to play more songs?
Our books and ebooks with hundreds of songs
are available on amazon.

amazon.com/dp/B0BLHYFG2H
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